BUZZISHADE:
M, L, XL, & XXL

The BUZZISHADE is the
culmination of an artistic
collaboration between
BUZZISPACE and the four
young Belgian furniture
designers of Stal Collectief.

Tegan Lighting partners
with innovative international
company!

BUZZIJET

The BUZZIJET is designed
by BUZZISPACE with happy, healthy workspaces in
mind. The aerodynamic
design offers soundabsorbing capabilities,
delivering acoustic comfort paired with our Kore
pendant.

“THINK GLOBAL, ACT GLOBAL...
...BUZZISPACE is an internationally oriented company active on every continent.”
THE BELGIAN COMPANY BUZZISPACE
WAS ESTABLISHED IN 2007
The new brand’s designs became a
worldwide hit almost immediately, as they
responded to the global need to bring
silence and style to the office. BUZZISPACE
designs can be used in changing environments worldwide: our offices, houses and
other collaborative spaces are becoming
increasingly compact and we are opting
more frequently for open-plan spaces.

BUZZIPLEAT

The BUZZIPLEAT is a
collaboration between
BUZZISPACE and 13&9
Design, an Austrian design
firm founded in 2013 in
Grasz, based on the partnership between architect
and CEO of INNOCAD
Architecture, Martin Lesjak
(Contractor Magazine’s
Designer of the Year) and
designer Anastasia Su.

MAKING DAY-TO-DAY LIFE BETTER IN
EVERY WAY
The brand combines aesthetics and noise
reduction, thanks to the sound-absorbing
eco-felt used in the designs, making dayto-day life better in every way. BUZZISPACE
has branches worldwide with showrooms in
Chicago, Atlanta, Sydney, London and Rottedam, and, of course, its HQ in Antwerp,
Belgium. BUZZISPACE recently opened a
production unit in High Point, North Carolina in the USA.
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BUZZISQUARE:
An iconic shade
reinterpreted with a twist.

BUZZIDRUM
Created just for Tegan Lighting! Not
available anywhere else in the world!
BUZZIDRUM is an elegant
sound-dampening pendant,
available in 24”, 36” and 42”
diameters. Designed with a
keen eye for details and offers
both sound absorption and light.

BUZZISQUARE is a great addition to
any office, lounge or restaurant. This
elegant noise-reducing lighting,
designed with a keen eye for details,
offers both sound absorption and light.
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